Abstract. We present a new and simple approach to some of the deviation inequalities for product measures deeply investigated by M. Talagrand in the recent years. Our method is based on functional inequalities of Poincar e and logarithmic Sobolev type and iteration of these inequalities. In particular, we establish with these tools sharp deviation inequalities from the mean on norms of sums of independent random vectors and empirical processes. Concentration for the Hamming distance may also be deduced from this approach.
Introduction. Deviation inequalities for convex functions
It is by now classical that if f is a Lipschitz function on IR n with Lipschitz constant kfk Lip 1, and if n denotes the canonical Gaussian measure on IR n , for every t 0, n (f M + t) e ?t 2 =2
(1:1) where M is either the mean or the median of f with respect to n (see Ledoux and Talagrand (1991) , Ledoux (1994) ). This inequality is part of the so-called concentration of measure phenomenon of isoperimetric type.
In the past years, M. Talagrand developed striking new methods in the investigation of this phenomenon in the case of product measures. These ideas led to de nitive progress in an number of various areas such as Probability in Banach spaces, Empirical Processes, Geometric Probability, Statistical Mechanics... The interested reader will nd in the important contribution Talagrand (1995a) a complete account on these methods and results (see also Talagrand (1994b) ). One of the rst results at the starting point of these developments is the following simple inequality for arbitrary product measures Talagrand (1988) , Johnson and Schechtman (1987) (see also Maurey (1991) ). Let f be a convex Lipschitz function on IR n with kfk Lip 1.
Let i , i = 1; : : :; n, be probability measures on 0; 1] and denote by P the product probability measure 1 n . Then, for every t 0, P(f M + t) 2 e ?t 2 =4
where M is a median of f for P. Contrary to the Gaussian case, it is known that the convexity assumption on f is essential (cf. Ledoux and Talagrand (1991), p. 25) . The proof of (1.2) is based on the inequality that is established by geometric arguments and a basic induction on the number of coordinates. It is now embedded in some further abstract framework called by M. Talagrand convex hull approximation (cf. Talagrand (1995a Talagrand ( ), (1994b ). M. Talagrand also introduced a concept of approximation by a nite number of points Talagrand (1989 Talagrand ( ), (1995a Talagrand ( ), (1994b . These powerful abstract tools have been used in particular to study sharp deviations inequalities for large classes of functions (Talagrand (1994a (Talagrand ( ), (1995a (Talagrand ( ), (1995b ).
The aim of this work is to provide a simple proof of inequality (1.2), as well as of deviations inequalities for classes of functions, based on functional inequalities. Following the basic induction principle, we will work with the only functional inequalities which we know to easily tensorise, namely Poincar e and logarithmic Sobolev inequalities. The proof then reduces to estimates on convex functionals in dimension one which turns out to be trivial. Once the appropriate logarithmic Sobolev inequality holds, it may be turned into a simple di erential inequality on Laplace transforms. We apply these ideas to obtain, in Section 2, precise bounds for deviation inequalities on sums of independent vector valued random variables or empirical processes of statistical interest, and motivated by questions by L. Birg e and P. Massart (cf. Talagrand (1995b) where 2 = sup f2F P n i=1 IEf 2 (X i ) and K > 0 is a numerical constant. The new feature is an exact deviation from the mean rather than only from some multiple of it as in Talagrand (1989) , (1994a), Ledoux and Talagrand (1991) . This result has been obtained recently by M. Talagrand Talagrand (1995b) as a consequence of a further deepening of his abstract principles. While it is uncertain whether our approach could recover these abstract principles, the deviation inequalities themselves follow rather easily from it. On the abstract inequalities themselves, let us mention here the recent alternate approach by K. Marton (1995a Marton ( ), (1995b and Dembo (1995) (see also Dembo and Zeitouni (1995) ) based on information inequalities and coupling in which the concept of entropy also plays a crucial role. Let us also observe that hypercontraction methods were used in Kwapie n and Szulga (1991) to study integrability of norms of sums of independent vector valued random variables. The work by K. Marton also concerns some Markov chain setting. It might be that the functional approach developed in this paper also applies in certain dependent situations. In Section 3, we brie y investigate in the same way deviation inequalities for chaos. In the last section, we emphasize, following S. Bobkov, the basic induction procedure. As is known for example, if g is a function on a product space = 1 n with product probability measure P = 1 n , then Z g 2 log g 2 dP ?
In particular, we easily recover the basic and historical concentration for the Hamming distance Schechtman (1986), Talagrand (1995a) ) with which we conclude this work.
To introduce to our main argument, we rst treat the case of Poincar e or spectral gap inequalities. As before, 1 ; : : :; n are arbitrary probability measures on 0; 1] and P is the product probability P = 1 n . We say that a function f on IR n is separately convex if it is convex in each coordinate. After this work was completed, we discovered that this statement has been obtained previously by S. Bobkov (1994) (with the same proof, and a better constant when the i 's are centered probability measures on a symmetric interval). Proof. We will actually prove something more, namely that, for any product probability P on IR n , and any separately convex smooth function f,
When P is concentrated on 0; 1] n , Theorem 1.1 follows. This important inequality (1.3), and the corresponding one for entropy (1.4), is in fact the form that will be used in a vector valued setting in Section 2 and will be emphasised there as Proposition 2.1. Assume rst that n = 1. Since f :
IR ! IR is convex, for any x; y 2 IR, f(x) ? f(y) (x ? y)f 0 (x):
which is the result in this case. Now, we simply need to classicaly tensorise this one-dimensional Poincar e type inequality. Suppose (1.3) holds for P n?1 = 1 n?1 and let us prove it for P n = P = 1 n . Let thus f : IR n ! IR be separately convex. By Fubini's theorem and the induction hypothesis,
where z = (x 1 ; : : :; x n?1 ) 2 IR n?1 . Let h(x n ) = R f(z; x n )dP n?1 (z). Then h is convex on IR and, by the rst step,
Now R hd n = R fdP n and, by Jensen's inequality, h 0 (x n ) 2 Z (@ n f) 2 (z; x n )dP n?1 (z):
from which the conclusion follows. Theorem 1.1 is proved.
t u Now, in a setting where a Poincar e type inequality is satis ed, it is known that Lipschitz functions are exponentially integrable Gromov and Milman (1983) , Aida et al. (1994) . This is however not quite enough to reach Gaussian estimates such as (1.2). This is why we rather have to turn to logarithmic Sobolev inequalities that however are not more di cult. Theorem 1.2. Let g be a smooth function on IR n such that log g 2 is separately convex (g 2 > 0). Then, for any product probability P Z Z (x ? y) 2 g 0 (x) 2 dP(x)dP(y) which is the result for n = 1 thus.
We tensorise this one-dimensional inequality as in Theorem 1.1. Let us brie y recall this classical argument Gross (1975) for the sake of completeness. (In Section 4 {Proposition 4.1{, we will come back to this iteration procedure in an abstract framework. For pedagogical reasons, we found it easier to present rst the argument in this more concrete setting.) Let g be as in the theorem. With the notation of the proof of Theorem 1.1, and the induction hypothesis, Z g 2 log g 2 dP n = Z d n (x n ) Z g 2 (z; x n ) log g 2 (z; x n )dP n?1 (z) Z d n (x n ) Z g 2 (z; x n )dP n?1 (z) log Z g 2 (z; x n )dP n?1 (z)
Set h(x n ) = ?R g 2 (z; x n )dP n?1 (z) 1=2 . It is easily seen, by H older's inequality, that log h 2 is convex on IR. Hence, by the one-dimensional case,
Now, R h 2 d n = R g 2 dP n and, by the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality,
The proof of Theorem 1.2 is easily completed.
t u
With a little more e ort, the constant 4 of the logarithmic Sobolev inequality of Theorem 1.2 may be improved to (the probably optimal constant) 2. We need simply improve the estimate of the entropy in dimension one. To this end, recall the variational caracterisation of entropy (Holley and Stroock (1987) ) as Z g 2 log g 2 dP ? Z g 2 dP log Z g 2 dP = inf c>0 Z g 2 log g 2 ? (log c + 1)g 2 + c dP:
Let thus P be a probability measure concentrated on 0; 1]. Set again g 2 = e f where f is (smooth and) convex on IR. Let then y 2 0; 1] be a point at which f is minimum and take c = e f(y) (in (1.5)). Tensorising this inequality thus similarly yields that if g is smooth on IR n with log g 2 separately convex, for every product probability P on 0; 1] n , Z g 2 log g 2 dP ?
Z g 2 dP log Z g 2 dP 2 Z jrgj 2 dP:
(1:6) Now, in presence of a logarithmic Sobolev inequality, there is a general procedure that yields concentration inequalities of the type (1.2) via a simple di erential inequality on Laplace transforms. This has been shown in Davies and Simon (1984) , Aida et al.(1994) and Ledoux (1995) and we recall the simple steps here. In the recent note Bobkov (1995), Talagrand's inequality (1.2) on the cube is deduced in this way from Gross's logarithmic Sobolev inequality on the two point space. Note that (1.1) also follows like that from the Gaussian logarithmic Sobolev inequality Gross (1975) . We use below (1.6) rather than Theorem 1.2 in order to improve some numerical constants. (With Theorem 1.2, the constants are simply weaker by a factor 2.) Let f be a separately convex smooth Lipschitz function on IR n with Lipschitz norm kfk Lip 1. Let P be a product probability measure on 0; 1] n which we assume rst to be absolutely continuous with respect to Lebesgue's measure. (A simple smoothing procedure will then reduce to this case.) For any 0, apply (1.6) to g 2 = e f . Setting F( ) = R e f dP, it yields, for any 0,
(1:7)
Since kfk Lip 1, jrfj 1 almost everywhere, and thus also P-almost surely since P is assumed to be absolutely continuous with respect to Lebesgue's measure. We therefore get the di erential inequality
which can easily be integrated. If we let H( ) = 1 log F( ), > 0, it reduces to H 0 ( ) 1=2. Since
ESAIM : P&S July 1996, Vol.1, pp.63-87 it follows that, for every This inequality is the analogue of (1.2) with the mean instead of the (a) median M and the improved bound e ?t 2 =2 .
M. Talagrand (1988) (see also Johnson and Schechtman (1987) , Maurey (1991) , Talagrand (1995a) , (1994b) That concentration inequalities around the mean or the median are equivalent up to numerical constants is a well-known issue (cf. e.g. Milman and Schechtman (1986) , p. 142). Although deviation inequalities above the mean or the median are the useful inequalities in Probability and its applications, concentration inequalities are sometimes important issues (e.g. in Geometry of Banach spaces (Milman, and Schechtman (1986) ), percolation, spin glasses... Talagrand (1995a) (1:8)
Let us also recall one typical application of these deviation inequalities to norms of random series. Let i , i = 1; : : :; n, be independent random variables on some probability space ( ; A; IP) with j i j 1 almost surely.
Let a i , i = 1; : : :; n, be vectors in some arbitrary Banach space E with norm k k. Then, for every t 0,
(1:9)
h ; a i i 2 :
2. Sharp bounds on norms of random vectors and empirical processes
In the second part of this paper, we turn to the case where the i 's are probability measures on some Banach spaces E i . This will allow us to investigate deviation inequalities for norms of sums of independent vector valued random variables as well as empirical processes. The main idea will be to use the vector valued version of the basic inequalities (1.3) and (1.4) of Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 that we emphasize rst.
For simplicity, we assume that E i = E, i = 1; : : :; n, where E is a real separable Banach space with norm k k. If f : E ! IR is smooth enough, let Df(x), x 2 E, be the element of the dual space E of E de ned as
If f is convex, as in the scalar case, for every x; y 2 E, f(x) ? f(y) Df(x); x ? y :
Therefore, if f is a real valued separately convex smooth function on E n , the proofs of inequalities (1.3) and (1.4) in Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 immediately extend to this vector valued to yield the following statement, of possible independent interest. Proposition 2.1. Let f be a real valued separately convex smooth function on E n . Then for any product probability P = 1 n on E n (Here D i f(x) denotes the i-th partial derivative of f at the point x.) These inequalities are of particular interest when f is given by f(x) = k P n i=1 x i k, x = (x 1 ; : : :; x n ) 2 E n . Since we however run into various regularity questions, let us rst illustrate how the preceding statement and inequalities may be expressed in a nite dimensional setting. Let us thus rst assume that E = IR N and consider
x k i or max
As is easily seen, the convexity properties of this functional f still ensure that, for every i = 1; : : :; n and x; y 2 E n with x j = y j , j 6 = i, As announced, by nite dimensional approximation and monotone convergence, the preceding inequalities extend to
h ; x i i; x 2 E n ; on an arbitrary separable Banach space (E; k k)with dual space E . To state the corresponding inequalities, let us use probabilistic notation and consider independent random variables X i , i = 1; : : :; n, on some probability space ( ; A; IP) with values in E (with law i respectively). Write S n = P n i=1 X i and let also Y i , i = 1; : : :; n, be an independent copy of the sequence X i , i = 1; : : :; n. Assume that IEkX i k 2 < 1 for every i = 1; : : :; n. IEh ; X i i 2 + IE sup
Similarly with (2.3), denote by F( ) = IE(e kS n k ), 0, the Laplace transform of kS n k, assumed to be nite. Then, for every 0,
h ; X i ? Y i i 2 e kS n k :
Denote by 2 the random variable sup k k 1 P n i=1 h ; X i i 2 . Then, for 0, F 0 ( ) ? F( ) log F( ) 2IE( 2 ) 2 F( ) + 2 2 IE ? 2 e kS n k : (2:5) With the same approximation procedure, inequalities (2.4) and (2.5) also hold for more general sums (empirical processes)
where the X i 's are independent random variables with values in some space S and F is a countable class of (bounded) measurable functions on S (start again with a nite class F). In this case, 2 = sup f2F P n i=1 f 2 (X i ). This point of view slightly generalises the setting of Banach space valued random variables and we adopt this language below. We summarise in this notation the results obtained so far.
Proposition 2.2. Let Z be as above and set 2 = sup f2F ( 2 ) and, denoting by F( ) = IE(e Z ), 0, the Laplace transform of Z,
? 2 e Z (2:7)
for every 0. The preceding di erential inequality (2.7) on the Laplace transform of Z will be the key to the Gaussian bounds on Z. In order to describe the Poissonian behavior, it should be completed with a somewhat di erent inequality, that is however also obtained via logarithmic Sobolev inequalities. (The reader only interested in Gaussian estimates might want to skip this sligthly more technical part at rst reading.) To this end, we simply estimate in a di erent way entropy in dimension one. We start again in a nite dimensional setting and recall
x k i on E = IR N , x = (x 1 ; : : :; x n ) 2 E n . We will assume here that the i 's are (in which it is understood that we integrate f(x) = f(x 1 ; : : :; x n ) with respect to x i with the other coordinates xed). For every x = (x 1 ; : : :; x n ) in E n , and i = 1; : : :; n, set y = (x 1 ; : : :; x i?1 ; 0; x i+1 ; : : :; x n ). Now, if c = e f(y) , 0, for every x, f(x) e f(x) ?(log c+1) e f(x) +c = The function u ? 1 + e ?u is increasing in u 0. Therefore, ? f(x)?f(y) ?1+e ? (f(x)?f(y)) e f (x) h ; x i i?1+e ? h ;x i i e f( h ;
In another words, if F is the Laplace transform of f, and when the i 's are For simplicity however, we will not use this below. In probabilistic notation, the preceding argument for example applies to the case the supremum Z in (2.6) is de ned with a class F of functions f such that 0 f 1. We may therefore state.
Proposition 2.3. Let Z be de ned as in (2.6) with a class F of functions f such that 0 f 1 and denote by F its Laplace transform. Then F 0 ( ) 8F( ) log F( ) (2:9)
for every 1 4 . The di erential inequalities (2.7) and (2.9) on Laplace transforms of Propositions 2.2 and 2.3 may thus be used to yield sharp bounds on the tail of supremum Z over a class F of functions. (While (2.7) is used for general classes, (2.9) only applies as we have seen to classes of functions f such that 0 f 1.) More precisely, they will provide precise deviation inequalities from the mean of statistical interest in which (2.7) will be used to describe the Gaussian behavior and (2.9) the Poissonian behavior. The following statement is a rst result in this direction. It has been established recently by M. Talagrand (1995b) for some numerical K > 0, using the di erential inequality (2.7) of Proposition 2.2. In the process of the proof, we found it easier to write down explicitely some numerical constants. (These constants are not sharp and we did not try to improve them. Some sharper constants may however be obtained through (2.8).) Since 0 f 1 for every f 2 F,
Hence, (2.7) reads in this case, for every 0,
Setting, as in Section 1, H( ) = 1 log F( ), we see that for some numerical constant K > 0.
As is classical in Probability in Banach spaces (cf. Ledoux and Talagrand (1991) , Lemmas 6.6 and 6.3), if IEf(X i ) = 0 for every f 2 F and i = 1; : : :; n, IE( 2 ) 2 + 8CIE(Z) where 2 = sup f2F P n i=1 IEf 2 (X i ) and Z = sup f2F P n i=1 f(X i ) (if Z is de ned without absolute values). Hence Theorem 2.5 immediately yields the following corollary. This type of estimate corresponds to the classical exponential bounds for sums of independent real valued random variables, with a Gaussian behavior for the small values of t and a Poissonian behavior for the large values. It is as general and sharp as possible (besides numerical constants) to recover all the vector valued extensions of classical limit theorems and bounds on tails for sums of independent random variables (cf. Ledoux and Talagrand (1991) , Chapters 6 and 8). As announced, Theorems 2.4 and 2.5 were obtained recently by M. Talagrand (1995b) as a further development of his abstract investigation of isoperimetric and concentration inequalities in product spaces. (Talagrand's formulation of Theorem 2.5 actually only involves IE( 2 ) in the logarithmic factor rather than IE( 2 ) + CIE(Z). For the applications through Corollary 2.6, this however does not make any di erence.) The self-contained proofs presented here are much simpler. The main interest of these statements lies in the exact control of the deviation from the mean, that is the Gaussian estimate for the small values of t. The previous known bounds only concerned t KIE(Z) where K > 0 is some numerical constant. They were obtained by M. Talagrand as a consequence of either his abstract control by a nite number of points, or, but with some more e orts, of the convex hull approximation (cf. Talagrand (1989 Talagrand ( ), (1994a Talagrand ( ), (1995a ). The new feature of Theorems 2.4 and 2.5 is that they allow deviation inequalities exactly from the mean, a result of strong statistical interest. That such bounds may be obtained is considered by M. Talagrand in his recent paper Talagrand (1995b) as \a result at the center of the theory". Now, we turn to the proof of Theorem 2.5. It is similar to that of Theorem 2.4.
Proof of Theorem 2.5. We may assume by homogeneity that C = 1. We start again with the main Gaussian bound for every t 0 and some numerical constant K > 0. We use the di erential inequality (2.7)
? 2 e Z ; 0:
We rst study the term IE( 2 e Z ). We can write, for every 0 Inequality (2.14) is thus established.
We turn to the Poissonian bound IP(Z t) 3 exp ? t K log t IE( 2 ) (2:17) for t K(IE( 2 ) + IE(Z)) with some numerical constant K. Together with (2.14), the proof of Theorem 2.5 will be complete. We follow the truncation argument of Talagrand (1995b) . For every t 0,
with F = ffI fjfj g ; f 2 Fg, > 0 to be determined, and
We use (2.14) for Z to get that, for some constant K 1 and by homogeneity, In this section, we come back to the setting of the rst part, but we will be interested in sharp deviation inequalities for chaos in the spirit of (1.9).
Assume thus we are given independent random variables i , i = 1; : : :; n such that j i j 1 almost surely for every i. Let also a ij , i; j = 1; : : :; n, be elements in some Banach space (E; k k) such that a ij = a ji and a ii = 0. We are interested in the deviation of the random variable Z = k P n i;j=1 a ij i j k from its mean. We are thus dealing with the function on IR n de ned by
a ij x i x j ; x = (x 1 ; : : :; x n ):
To study functional inequalities for such a function, we make advantage of the fact that Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 hold for separately convex functions, which is precisely the case with this f (a ii = 0). Let Deviation inequalities for chaos have been obtained e.g. in Ledoux and Talagrand (1991) , Chapter 4. Again, they concern deviation from a multiple of the median M and allow only a control of the probabilities IP(Z 2M+t).
A somewhat more precise version of the following statement for symmetric Bernoulli random variables is established in Talagrand (1995b Proof. Denote by F( ) = IE(e Z ), 0, the Laplace transform of Z. Since as we have seen Z is given by a separately convex function, the basic inequalities of Section 1 apply. In particular (1.7) implies that (recall j i j In the last part of this work, we rst isolate the basic iteration procedure for functions on a product space. We learned the argument in its full generality from S. Bobkov. We adopt a somewhat general formulation in order to include in the same pattern Poincar e and logarithmic Sobolev inequalities. The statement we present is the general iteration result which reduces to estimates in dimension one. At least in case of variance and entropy, it is a well-known statement.
Let be a convex function on some closed interval of IR. If is a probability measure, consider the non-negative functional E ; (g) = Now, consider ( i ; A i ; i ), i = 1; : : :; n, arbitrary probability spaces.
Denote by P = P n the product probability 1 n on the product space = 1 n . A generic point in is denoted x = (x 1 ; : : :; x n ). If g is a function on the product space , for every 1 i n, let g i be the function on i de ned by g i (x i ) = g(x 1 ; : : :; x i ; : : :; x n ) with x j , j 6 = i, xed. Proposition 4.1. Let be convex satisfying (4.1). Then, for any g and any product probability P = 1 n on ,
Proof. By induction on n. The case n = 1 is of course trivial. Assume the proposition holds for P n?1 and let us prove it for P n = P. Write, by Fubini's theorem and the induction hypothesis,
where, as usual, z = (x 1 ; : : :; x n?1 ). Now, by the convexity property (4.1),
from which the result follows.
t u
As an application we get for example, for any non-negative function g on (or equivalently for g 2 ), This reduces to estimates of the entropy in dimension one. In Sections 1 and 2, we present some gradient one-dimensional bounds for convex functions and perform there the tensorisation directly on the gradient estimates (a procedure that is somewhat simpler than to go through Proposition 4.1). However, once (4.2) has been isolated, the proofs reduce to dimension one in a really straightforward manner. As an application, we next observe that a trivial one-dimensional estimate similarly yields the classical concentration for the Hamming metric. This example was an important step in the development of the abstract general inequalities (cf. Talagrand (1995a) ). On = 1 n , consider the Hamming distance given by d(x; y) = Cardf1 i n; x i 6 = y i g; x; y 2 :
It was shown in Milman and Schechtman (1986) (in a particular case that however trivially extends to the general case) and Talagrand (1995a) Together with the same inequality for ?f, we nd again (4.3), with a somewhat better constant. (This is however not quite the optimal bound obtained with the martingale method in McDiarmid (1989) , see also Talagrand (1995a) .) The same argument works for the Hamming metrics P n i=1 a i I fx i 6 =y i g , a i 0.
The preceding development has also some interesting consequences to the concept of penalties introduced by M. Talagrand in Talagrand (1995a) .
Assume for simplicity that all the probability spaces ( i ; A i ; i ), i = 1; : : :; n, are identical. Let h be non-negative symmetric on 1 1 and equal to 0 on the diagonal, and consider a function f on the product space such that f(x) ? f(y) This inequality resembles the classical Bernstein inequality and was obtained by M. Talagrand (1995a) as a consequence of the study of penalties in this context. Further work in the directions explored in this paper is still in progress.
